
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Report on Innovative Undertaking on making the Newtonian Telescope by 

the Department of Physics 

The Newtonian Telescope Making is an innovative undertaking by the Department of 

Physics, St. Joseph’s College (Autonomous), Jakhama along with the B.Sc 6
th

 semester 

students under the supervision of Mr. Antidong Jamir, Assistant Professor with much 

guidance and assistance from the Dean of Science, Fr. Peter Solo. 

The Undertaking was based on the 6
th

 semester course “Astronomy and Astrophysics” under 

course code PHC-6.3 with the objective of letting the students learn hands-on and also to 

instill practical knowledge in the process of learning the particular paper. The St. Joseph’s 

college (A) version of Newtonian Telescope is a 5’’ Newtonian Telescope.  

The Telescope was made using waste material from in and around the campus such as used 

PVC pipes for the tube of the telescope, the main catchment area of the telescope was made 

using a worn out casserole, the mounting scope was made using lenses from damaged 

microscope from the laboratory. The mounting of the telescope was also made from metal 

scraps from the college fabrication center, bearing and a discarded pulley from one of the 

college buses, old bolds and screws also from the fabrication center, etc. The process of 

assembling and designing the entire telescope took around approximately three weeks. It has 

a magnification of about 45X and a resolving power of about 0.91 arc second.  

Working Principle of the Telescope 

The Newtonian Telescope is a reflecting telescope that uses a concave primary mirror and a 

flat diagonal secondary mirror. The large single concave primary mirror is placed at the back 

of the telescope which focuses light onto the secondary flat mirror placed at a certain distance 

from the primary mirror set at 45
o   

to the axis of the tube. The light is then brought to a focus 

at the side of the telescope where the eyepiece is placed. For the proper functioning of the 

telescope, the mirrors need to be collimated and the optics must be effective. Due to use of 

mirrors this telescope is free of chromatic aberration i.e. failure of a lens to focus all colors to 

a point. They are often less expensive than refracting telescopes and hence one of the biggest 

advantages that amateur astronomers wants to consider.  

The Telescope was inaugurated by the Principal, Dr.Fr. George Keduolhou Angami on the 

10
th

 of May, 2022 at the Science Block SJC (A), Jakhama at 9:10 AM in front of the Science 

Block building. The inaugural program was attended by all the department faculties and the 

department students. The inaugural session was followed by a short demonstration on how to 

operate the telescope and also it was kept on display for two days.  

 

Reported by, 

Mr. Antidong Jamir 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Physics 

SJC (A), Jakhama 



 


